


UQU Women’s Collective info 

The UQU Women’s Collective is a group for all women at UQ interested in feminist issues. It’s a 

place to network and talk with other like-minded women about feminism and issues affecting women 

at university, in the community, and around the world. We aim to engage with each other as femi-

nists and feminist theory as a whole, run a wide range of events, raise consciousness around various 

issues, and have fun! The UQU Women’s Collective is welcoming to all women, cis and trans, and non

-binary individuals. 

We hold weekly meetings, organise various events and campaigns at UQ St Lucia campus, and pub-

lish a zine called Wom*news. We attend Brisbane feminist events and rallies including International 

Women's Day celebrations, Reclaim the Night, and more. Our Facebook group is a place for members 

to share information and discuss feminist issues, and also connects members online to assist with 

planning and organising collective projects. The Women's Room is our bricks-and-mortar home, and 

is a safe space on campus for anyone who is not a cis man. Both in real life and online, the UQU 

Women’s Collective is a safe space for all members. We ask that all members are inclusive and re-

spectful of all bodies, (dis)abilities, genders, sexualities, nationalities and belief systems. 

Join up to our Facebook group at  https://www.facebook.com/groups/uqwomenscollective2015/ 

We share interesting news stories, videos, pictures, and more at https://www.facebook.com/

UQWomensCollective 

And most importantly… Email all your zine submissions to the zine team at uqwnews@gmail.com! 

The UQWC zine team hopes you enjoyed the second  issue for 2015. Stay tuned for more zine-y good-

ness throughout 2015.  
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News Round-Up 

by Ameera Ismail  

You Have the Right to Remain Silent  

By the time this is published, Michelle Gordon will have been sworn in as the 52nd justice of the High 

Court of Australia. Gordon is only the fifth female High Court justice in Australia’s history. When Mary 

Gaudron was sworn in as the first female justice in 1987, she was recorded as the only woman present at the 

ceremony. She was sworn in without it being mentioned that she was the first woman on the bench, and with-

out mentioning her gender.  

Perhaps a new female judge on the bench will highlight the gender inequality felt in the legal industry 

more broadly.  

According to the American Lawyer, women in litigation tend to do lower level tasks for clients. They 

also earn less for the hours they work. Even women who report bringing in the same amount of business as 

their male colleagues earned around $1.1mil less. Female partners at big law firms billed $47 less per hour 

than men, according to a 2014 analysis. 

University of California law professor, Joan Williams, states that this is because women are given the 

litigation housework and are appointed as ‘work wives’.  

Coming back to the judiciary at home, the proportion of female judges ranges from 28-37% in all states 

and territories, except for the ACT where 55% of judges are women (Australasian Institute of Judicial Admin-

istration).  

No government should be happy with the idea that courts are not representing 50% of the community. 

Additionally, diversity contributes to merit. The greater number of High Court judges compared to other bench-

es means that there is a greater diversity of opinion. If we agree that different backgrounds and education are 

worthwhile differences in our judiciary, why not gender?  

Sports-tastic…or is it? 

Sports is an area slighted by feminism time and time again. In 1978, Hollis Elkins, professor of wom-

en’s studies at the University of New Mexico, published a paper that outlined why the women’s movement 

shied away from involving itself in sports. One reason is that sports is considered ‘frivolous’, and not as im-

portant as the right to work, abortion and equal pay. But it’s an area that needs focus because it’s full of a lack 

of women in leadership positions, massive pay inequality and sexual violence.  

In 2014, the New York Times ran an article titled, “Many in MLS [Major League Soccer] Playing Largely 

for Love of the Game”. Their minimum starting salary was $36 500. Contrast this to Jazmine Reeves, of the 

Boston Breakers, who made only $11 000 in 2014. That’s around a third of what her male peers were making. 

The media also plays a role in building audiences for women’s sport. According to a study in Communica-

tion & Sport, sports media isn’t covering women’s sports. ESPN allocated only 2% of its airtime to covering 

women’s sports in 2014. You can’t be what you can’t see so if media isn’t showing women succeeding in the 

sports arena, there’s no interest for women in sport, and it doesn’t get funding. 

 



This little piggy…is a feminist! 

Miss Piggy has received an award from Brooklyn’s Sackler Center for Feminist Art for inspiring 

“children to be who [they] are and this squares very directly with feminism”. According to Miss Piggy, 

“tough times demand tough women”. Some human recipients of the award include Toni Morrison, Anita 

Hill and Connie Chung.  

“Yet one last question remains: What is the future of femi-

nism? The answer is obvious — feminism’s future must be 

proud, positive, powerful, perseverant, and, wherever possi-

ble, alliterative. It must believe in itself, share its triumphs, 

overcome its setbacks and inspire future generations. I must, 

in other words, be a lot like … moi.” 

Mad Max: Fury Road 

Reviewed by Amy Jelacic 

Can a film be feminist? As the hype around Mad Max: Fury Road built in anticipation of its release, 

this question became an important part of discussion surrounding the film. Not only was it exciting 

to see an Aussie classic return to the screen in an updated form, but as plot points started to be-

come widely known it was exciting to think that maybe, possibly, this was going to be what some 

film-going feminists had been desperately waiting for: an action movie that featured women in well-

rounded roles, as characters with agency, who didn’t rely on men to get shit done, and who saved 

themselves from whatever dangers the filmmakers threw at them.  

Mad Max: Fury Road is not quite a sequel to the other Mad Max films, but clearly exists in close 

relation to them. Throughout the film, Max (Tom Hardy) suffers from vivid visions of his now-dead 

wife and child, and continues to struggle with forming connections with others. Early in the film, he 

is captured by a band of War Boys, followers of the despotic Immortan Joe (Hugh Keays-Byrne), 

leader of a desert empire who starves his people while living in relative luxury and hoarding pre-

cious water reserves. Meanwhile, Joe sends off a party to collect gasoline from a nearby community, 

led by Imperator Furiosa (Charlize Theron). When she drives her rig off-road and starts heading in 

an unfamiliar direction, Joe and his cronies realise that she has taken Joe’s five wives – beautiful 

young women selected to produce an heir for Joe – and helped them to escape. Max finds himself 

caught up in Joe’s subsequent pursuit of Furiosa, and the rest of the film is essentially a smart, 

thrilling car chase sequence featuring some truly inspired vehicles and impressive action sequences 

taking place against a backdrop of desolate expanses of sand and dunes and not much else. 

While Max is an integral part of the story, it’s arguably not his story at all. Though initially reluc-

tant and suspicious, he eventually comes to be a strong ally for the film’s main characters – Impera-

tor Furiosa and her charges, the five wives of Immortan Joe. Furiosa is a badass in the best sense of 

the word: she deftly handles a broad range of weaponry, drives a huge rig with ease, takes on ene-

mies almost twice her size with skill and courage, and is deeply devoted to seeking a better life for 

those in her care. She barely says twenty words throughout the entire film, but conveys a formida-

ble inner strength and determination through her actions. She is shown to be all too human by the 

range of physical and emotional injuries she receives throughout the course of the film, but her 

physical disability – her left arm is missing below the elbow – is barely referenced. In a world of  



action films with heroines that are often evidently designed to please the male gaze, Furiosa is a re-

freshing and much-needed figure. The lack of a hackneyed romantic sub-plot involving her and Max 

is also welcome; where other films would no doubt include some lame attempt at romance, Fury Road 

instead creates a delicate dynamic of suspicion that grows into reserved respect between the two, and 

culminates with an act of deeply touching sacrifice that preserves the dignity and agency of both.  

The film is populated with other interesting women characters. The five wives of Immortan Joe – The 

Splendid Angharad, Capable, Toast the Knowing, The Dag, and Cheedo the Fragile – are shown to be 

a diverse group, each given a distinctive personality and contributing in their own way to the mis-

sion. Early on in the film, their first appearance on screen was more or less a parody of shots fre-

quently found in action films of the camera lingering creepily on the barely-clothing bodies of sexy 

women. The second this moment was revealed to be tongue-in-cheek, I had confidence that the rest of 

the film was going to be deeply satisfying to watch. I knew that it was going to be a spectacle of 

amazing action sequences, but it was also wonderful to be able to watch an impressive action film 

without anticipating (dreading) any questionable gender-related plot points or dialogue.  

Later on, we are introduced to a band of motorcycle-riding women who had to abandon their once-

fecund homeland when it turned into a barren wasteland and who now survive as best they can in 

the desert. As with the wives, even though each part is small they are all people, not caricatures or 

cardboard cut-outs. In the world of Mad Max, the action and personalities and clothing and environ-

ment all feel like they belong to another world, like exaggerations of things that exist in the world we 

know, but the emotions of its inhabitants are all too real. The interactions between the wives, the mo-

torcycle band, Max, and Furiosa are deeply touching and exist in a pleasing juxtaposition with the 

frenetic action of the chase that is central to the film’s plot.  

Is Mad Max: Fury Road a feminist film? Can it be? With tools like the Bechdel test and the newer 

Mako Mori test, with vigorous discussion about representations of women in film, with new work 

looking at the intersections of feminist theory and film studies constantly appearing, it is clear that 

there are not easy answers for these questions available. Some commentators have said that the vio-

lence inherent to Fury Road’s plot means that it cannot be a feminist film. Some say that the film is 

problematic in other areas which may diminish its positive messages about women. Others are not 

sure if a film with some strong women characters (like Furiosa) can be excused for scenes that show 

other women being treated in an abusive way. Most are happy to see strong and diverse representa-

tive of women in a film genre that is traditionally male-dominated.  

I feel that a film’s claim to feminism is based on its ideological treatment of women. Fury Road shows 

women who have been dehumanised, enslaved, raped, and removed of all agency, but it shows these 

women in a sympathetic and empathetic light and forces the audience to recognise their suffering 

and go on their journey of emancipation. It tells a painful story that, some would argue, doesn’t need 

to be told; so much media features women being treated in extraordinarily shitty ways, and there is a 

compelling case for not adding to this. However, its ideological slant is what sets Fury Road apart, for 

me. It shows women at their most vulnerable with-

out treating them as mere plot points, and shows 

them at their strongest without resorting to uncrea-

tive stereotypes. It’s violent and loud (that MA15+ 

rating is there for a reason) but it’s also intelligent, 

thought-provoking, and a lot of fun. It’s an acquired 

taste, to be sure, as it follows the quirky sensibilities 

of its predecessors, but also one of the finest action 

films of recent years and an excellent representation 

of diverse and powerful women. ■ 



2005: A Slut Odyssey  

by Louise Newton 

  The year 2005 saw my descent into the ephemeral madness of tamagotchis, 

scoubidous, and wrist bands that gratuitously bore words like ‘cool’ and ‘joy’. It was a year 

that signalled beckoning womanhood; the grade six female collective started wearing crop 

tops, graduated from Total Girl to Girlfriend magazine, and began watching M-rated chick 

flicks. I, in particular, was constantly attuned to the status of my feminine physique: watch-

ing for signs of movement in my barely-budding breasts, and closely monitoring the normali-

ty of this status vis-à-vis others. My friends also shared the ex-

citement that precipitous puberty signalled. At lunch times, we 

would often offer each other feedback regarding the state of our 

boobs – ultimately turning to Girlfriend magazine for divine 

predictions as to possible arrival dates.  

  In year six, I was over-joyed about my looming transition to high school. The con-

cept of high school floated succulently in my head, occupying my thoughts with its many 

promises and possibilities. There was one crucial association that held particular desirability 

in my mind: love. My life’s education in fairy tales, Canadian television dramas (particularly 

Degrassi – a show abundant in melodrama played out by mediocre actors in their late twen-

ties), and romance-comedies taught me that this transition would see me venturing into the 

world of dating. These lessons – especially those delivered by the princesses in the Disney 

world – taught me that the best thing that could happen to me would be a man’s love. Like 

Cinderella before marrying her prince, my happiness would be contingent on garnering affec-

tion from the opposite sex. To this end, I saw becoming conventionally pretty and growing 

breasts as very pertinent.  

   Amid tamagotchis, scoubidous, and garishly coloured wrist bands, a more insidi-

ous trend came to the fore of pre-pubescent social behaviour. Unlike the former three trends,  

 



the use of sexist pejoratives was not a fad. If calling other women whores, bitches, and sluts 

is a mere trend, it has certainly been in vogue for a long time.  

  When I was eleven, the word slut entered my lexicon. At this age, whilst proudly 

prancing around in heels and a short skirt, one of my friends deemed me a slut. At this age, 

whilst enviously observing a close friend’s voluptuousness as she stood in the centre of a 

group of boys, I bitterly mumbled the word slut. If one girl had a problem with another’s pop-

ularity amongst the male population, her punishment was to be tainted with the slut label. If 

a girl looked too confident whilst donned in feminine garb – make-up, heels, and a dress – 

the same word would be employed to shame her 

back to a self-loathing, docile state. We would 

police each other relent- lessly, labelling anyone 

who was too self- confident, too sexy, too 

pretty, or too popular with the boys. At the 

same time, however, we deeply envied the girls 

who were comfortable with their bodies, or cou-

rageous enough to engage in relations with the omi-

nous opposite sex. We condemned those whose behaviour suggested future sexual freedom 

whilst we ourselves longed to be free. The application of the word slut was used to vilify girls 

for being anything other than the tacitly agreed-upon version prescribed for eleven-year-olds. 

It was quickly deployed in cases whereupon a girl threatened to wander too far from conven-

tion. When coupled with a good dose of social exclusion, the slut label had a wonderful effect 

of bringing a girl back into line. These relatively harmless lessons in social control would be 

a foreshadowing of my high school experience, and the many experiences of sexist slander 

I’ve experienced since the year 2005.■ 

 

 



My Mother 

  
  

My mother is a wog.  

  

Wog is a term that she now embraces, uses affectionately even. It’s something that has be-

come funny, an inside joke amongst her and her siblings. This was not always the way. It 

was a term that was once used to oppress her, humiliate her. To remind her that she was not 

the same.  

  

She was different to the other girls in her school. In place of long, sun bleached hair, my 

mother’s was thick, and almost black. In place of long, tanned legs, my mother’s were slight, 

and naturally olive. She stood out from the crowd, as hard as she tried to blend in.  

  

Blending in was the most important thing. My grandmother encouraged her daughters to 

live tentatively, to walk on eggshells, as to not disturb or upset everyone else. She didn’t 

want them to draw attention. They were already imposing themselves by simply being here. 

  

My grandmother wanted her daughters to be good, but not so good as to warrant extra recog-

nition. To work hard, but to be eternally humble. To be polite, to everyone, always. No mat-

ter what.  

  

“Why don’t you just get a nice job like your cousin? You could work at the chemist like Diana 

or at the Bank like Julia?”  

  

“Why don’t you marry a nice Italian boy? Mario has a good job. He will treat you well.” 

  

It was not her fault though, she didn’t know any different.  

  

My mother did though. She knew that things were changing outside of that little brick 

house. That there was life beyond the seemingly perpetual expanse of pineapple fields. This 

was the seventies. Women could do different things now. Women went to university. They 

had short hair and spoke with loud voices. They didn’t have to marry nice Italian boys. 

  

As soon as my mother graduated, she left that little town. She went to university and be-

came a teacher. She met a nice Australian boy, and infatuated him with her fiery nature and 

razor-sharp wit.  She cut off her hair, and stood out from the crowd. And she never looked 

back. 

by Sarah Matthews  



Could it be real, real, real?  

 by Zahra Ismail 

 

Nicki Minaj is arguably the most successful female rap artist of all time. Just this year 

alone, she's been nominated for the Billboard Music Awards in four different categories – 

Top Rap Artist, Top Streaming Artist, Top Rap Song (‘Anaconda’) and Top Rap Album (The 

Pinkprint).  

Certified double platinum in the US and platinum in Australia, ‘Anaconda’ was also 

nominated for Best Rap Song at the Grammy Awards this year. It’s thus not surprising that 

over six months on, ‘Anaconda’ is still the first thing that springs to mind at the mention of 

Nicki Minaj’s name. 

Ever since its record-breaking release, ‘Anaconda’ has been stirring up controversy as to 

its suitability (referring to the sexual nature of the song’s lyrics, music video and cover art) 

and whether or not it is empowering to women.  

While mainstream media has been content to laud ‘Anaconda’ as a talentless display of 

her physical assets, they seem to have missed the real message – specifically, women having 

agency over their own bodies and sexuality. 

‘Anaconda’s’ music video is an explicit example of this – while it features several scanti-

ly clad women shaking their ‘buns’, it is clear that the video does not pander to the male gaze 

at all. As Shareeka Helaluddin of Honisoit (2014) notices, there is “a distinct lack of men.” 

In fact, the only male shown is Canadian rapper, Drake, who appears right at the end of the 

video receiving a lap dance from Minaj. The media has used this as proof that ‘Anaconda’ 

can’t be feminist because Minaj is objectified, but what they don’t take into account is the 

fact that she is the one in control. As Fergus from Collective Lifestyle (2014) so eloquent-

ly  puts it, “this portion of the video showcases how women can dominate men with their sex-

uality.” 

Minaj actually objectifies Drake by reducing him to a prop; she uses him for as long as 

she wants, but slaps his hand away and ends the lap dance as soon as he tries to overstep 

her boundaries. This shows how little the male gaze means to the ‘Anaconda’ rapper and ce-

ments the fact that women have control over their own bodies and sexuality.  

Zahra Ismail shares her thoughts on why the Queen of Rap’s hit single is a feminist anthem… 

 



While the media has focused most of their criticism on ‘Anaconda’s’ music video, there 

has been a fair amount of attention paid to the lyrics, which have been deemed inappropriate 

by many. 

If you asked the singer, though, the lyrics are “just talking about two guys that she dat-

ed in the past and what they’re good at and what they bought her and what they said to her.” 

In other words, Minaj is just using her lyrics to outline a couple of her past sexual escapades 

– definitely more inappropriate than songs which explicitly talk about using and degrading 

women (anyone listen to Eminem lately?), if you believe the media.  

If you’re still questioning ‘Anaconda’s’ status as a feminist anthem, perhaps you should 

think about its origin. ‘Anaconda’ quite heavily samples Sir Mix-a-lot’s ‘Baby Got Back’ (i.e. 

“I love big butts and I cannot lie”) 

Minaj has taken a song that could easily be described as sexist, misogynistic and objec-

tifying of women (as well as extremely catchy, but that’s beside the point) and transformed it 

into a celebration of women and their sexuality. She’s saying that it’s okay for women to be 

sexy if they want to be – women have control and agency over their own bodies and don’t 

have to perform for the male gaze.  

Nicki Minaj couldn’t be any clearer about her feelings on men in ‘Anaconda.’ In one of 

the scenes from the music video, Minaj (standing in a kitchen and dressed as a sexy maid), 

uses a banana as a prop and follows it up by covering herself in whipped cream. After that, 

however, she aggressively chops up the banana and discards it with a disgusted expression, 

“literally [cutting] the penis out of the equation [in] a stealthy few seconds of ‘fuck the patri-

archy’…” (Fergus, 2014). As the rapper herself told GQ, “At first I’m being sexual with the 

banana, and then it’s like, haha, no.” 

‘Anaconda’s’ status as “the fiercest take on female sexuality of the year” (Mic, 2014) can-

not be denied. As Fergus (2014) puts it, “In an entertainment climate wrought with ignorant 

cultural appropriation, it’s nice to see that some artists are thinking about what they display 

for the world.” So, ladies, feel free to reclaim your sexuality and discuss the benefits of a 

world free from the male gaze while you rap to your heart’s content. ■ 



I support women’s spaces because... 

...it’s a man’s world (and it’s pretty 

exhausting) 

...I am a woman! 

...some women just want to feel 

safer from society’s eyes 

and...THIS ROOM IS DOING IT’S 

JOB 

...women deserve a 

safe space on campus 

...WE MADE ONE ...last time I ate at the Grassy Knoll 2 

people sat near me and exchanged rape 

jokes. Seriously! 

...everyone deserves a safe space  

…women deserve a place 

to feel safe and express 

their views without fear 




